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We report the study of submonolayer growth of Ge�001� homoepitaxy by molecular beam epitaxy at low
temperatures, 100–150 °C, using reflection high energy electron diffraction �RHEED� intensity oscillations
obtained for a range of low incidence angles, where the influence of the dynamical nature of electron scattering
such as the Kikuchi features is minimized. We develop a model for the RHEED specular intensity in multilayer
growth that includes the diffuse scattering off surface steps and the layer interference between terraces of
different heights using the kinematic approximation. The model describes the measured RHEED intensity
oscillations very well for the entire range of incidence angles studied. We show that the first intensity minimum
occurs well above 0.5 ML �monolayer� of the total deposited coverage, which contradicts the common practice
of assigning the intensity minimum to 0.5 ML. By using the model to interpret the measured RHEED intensity,
we find the evolution of the coverage of the first 1–2 ML. We find that second-layer nucleation takes place at
low coverage, 0.3 ML, implying a substantial Ehrlich-Schwoebel �ES� barrier. The value inferred for the ES
barrier height, 0.084±0.019 eV, includes an analysis of the beam steering effect by step edges. Comparison is
made with the value of the barrier height inferred from other measurements. The model for RHEED intensity
and the method of inferring the ES barrier height can be applied to any system for which RHEED measure-
ments can be obtained without interference from Kikuchi features.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Reflection high energy electron diffraction �RHEED� has
become an indispensable technique in thin film growth due
to its high surface sensitivity and its compatibility with
growth systems such as molecular beam epitaxy �MBE�.1
Particularly, the observation of the intensity oscillation of a
specularly reflected spot during growth, since it was first
reported in the early 1980s,2 is routinely used in measuring
the deposition rate and determining the film growth mode.
The RHEED intensity oscillation contains morphological in-
formation of the growth surface and a great deal of film
growth kinetics can be learned if it is properly interpreted.
However, there are still issues on which no consensus has
been reached in the interpretation of RHEED intensity oscil-
lations such as the origin of oscillations.3,4 Approaches to
this problem typically involve two parts: identification of
structural parameters representing the periodic change of the
growth surface exhibiting RHEED intensity oscillations and
the linkage between the structural parameters and the inten-
sity of the diffracted electron beams.

In the kinematic approximation, the oscillating coverage
of a growing layer is the structural parameter and the inter-
ference of electron beams reflected off terraces of different
heights is reasoned to cause the RHEED intensity
oscillations.5,6 In contrast, in the phenomenological step-
density model,7–9 RHEED intensity is reduced by the diffuse
scattering off step edges whose density is, in general, be-
lieved to oscillate as long as the growth proceeds in a layer-
by-layer fashion. Dynamical diffraction theories4,10 have
been proposed as alternatives to these earlier models because
both of the early models are unable to explain the phase shift
phenomenon11 in which the phase of the oscillations varies
with incidence angle. In the dynamical diffraction theories

for intensity oscillations and the phase shift phenomenon, the
main part of the scattering potential of a growing layer is
assumed to vary linearly with the coverage. This causes a
periodic change in the refraction conditions for electrons en-
tering the growing layer, which affects their reflection from
the bottom boundary of the growing layer.1,4,10

Previously, we have demonstrated that the phase shift is
caused by the overlap of the specular spot and the Kikuchi
features, contradicting models involving dynamical scatter-
ing theory for the phase shift.12 At sufficiently low incidence
angles, with the beam azimuth sufficiently far from a crys-
tallographic symmetry axis, the phase shift vanishes due to
the absence of the Kikuchi features. Under these conditions,
RHEED intensity can be interpreted with a rather simple
model without invoking complex dynamical diffraction cal-
culations.

Our model for the RHEED specular spot intensity, which
we present here, includes both the diffuse scattering off sur-
face steps and a kinematic treatment of the layer interference
between terraces of different heights. We apply the model to
measured RHEED intensity oscillations for various inci-
dence angles during homoepitaxial growth of Ge�001� by
MBE at low temperatures �100–150 °C�. We find that the
model describes the measured RHEED intensity oscillations
very well for the entire range of incidence angles used in this
work. The model provides a quantitative interpretation in
terms of the periodic evolution of layer coverage and step
density.

In homoepitaxial film growth by MBE, there exists a
well-known growth instability leading to mound formation
due to an additional kinetic barrier for adatom transport
downward across a step edge, the so-called Ehrlich-
Schwoebel �ES� barrier.13,14 Experimental evidence of an in-
stability induced by the ES barrier during MBE growth has
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been reported in many semiconductor materials including
Si,15 Ge,16,17 and GaAs,18 as well as in metals.19–21 The ES
barrier controls the rate of interlayer mass transport and is an
important kinetic parameter in determining the evolution of
homoepitaxial growth.

Several methods have been proposed to estimate the mag-
nitude of the ES barrier from experimental data.14,16,20–35

One of these approaches involves the onset of second-layer
nucleation on top of islands when they have reached a criti-
cal size.22–24,27 This critical size decreases with increasing
adatom supersaturation on top of the island, which increases
with increasing ES barrier height.22,25,27 Another approach
focuses on the evolution of the individual layers of a struc-
ture with several exposed layers.21,24,29,33 The ES barrier de-
termines the relative distribution of deposited adatoms into
islands on the same layer, where the flux is incident, and into
the islands one level below by crossing the descending steps.
Hence, by monitoring the growth rate of each layer, one can
infer the magnitude of the ES barrier. Most cases of applying
these methods to experimental results have relied on real-
space imaging techniques such as scanning tunneling micros-
copy �STM�,16,20 atomic force microscopy �AFM�,16 or low-
energy electron microscopy.21,29 Kinetic Monte Carlo �KMC�
simulations have been also used in estimating the magnitude
of the ES barrier as that resulting in the best agreement be-
tween the RHEED intensity from KMC simulations and the
measured RHEED intensity.30,31 However, the RHEED in-
tensity is assumed to be fully describable solely either by the
kinematic approximations31 or by the step-density model.30

Here, we use our model describing RHEED intensity to in-
terpret our RHEED intensity oscillation measurements in the
submonolayer36 growth in Ge�001� homoepitaxy; the result
is an inferred ES barrier height of 0.084±0.019 eV.

The paper is organized as follows. We present the experi-
ments in Sec. II. Section III describes the model for RHEED
intensity and its application to the measured intensity oscil-
lations to infer the evolution of individual layer coverage. In
Sec. IV, we infer the ES barrier height for Ge�001�. We
present a discussion and conclusions in Secs. V and VI, re-
spectively.

II. EXPERIMENTS

An electron beam of 15 keV is employed for the RHEED
measurements. RHEED patterns imaged on a phosphor
screen are transferred by a charge coupled device camera
with a temporal resolution of 1 /30 s into a commercially
available software package37 for data collection and analysis.
All the data presented in this paper are obtained from
Ge�001� homoepitaxy by MBE at 100 and 150 °C. The de-
tails of substrate preparation and MBE growth are reported
elsewhere.38 The incidence angle of the electron beam ranges
from 0.35° to 0.64° from grazing. Azimuthally, the electron
beam is directed 7° off from �110�.12 Prior to every intensity
oscillation measurement, a buffer layer of 50 nm is grown at
370 °C to provide a smooth starting surface. AFM reveals
that the starting surface consists of terraces of an average
size of �150 nm separated by steps running along �100�.

Figure 1 shows the RHEED intensity oscillations col-

lected for 40 s of MBE growth of Ge�001� at 150 °C with
incidence angles ranging from 0.35° to 0.64° at an azimuthal
orientation of 7° off �110�. These conditions are chosen so
that no phase shift of the intensity oscillations is observed.
Under these conditions, the specular beam is not affected by
the Kikuchi features, which has been identified as the origin
of the phase shift of the intensity oscillations from our earlier
work.12 Hence, the current geometry minimizes the dynami-
cal scattering nature of electron diffraction. In all oscillations
shown in Fig. 1, the period of the first oscillation is smaller
than the subsequent ones by almost 30%, which is due to a
transient high flux immediately after opening the shutter of
the effusion cell containing MBE source materials.12 The
bottom curve of Fig. 1 is slightly out of phase with the others
because of a drift of the deposition flux from run to run. The
most striking feature apparent in Fig. 1 is the reduction of the
overall RHEED intensity with increasing incidence angle.
One can understand this change in the intensity qualitatively
using the kinematic approximation. For Ge�001� surfaces
with an incident electron beam of 15 kV, the incidence angle
fulfilling the out-of-phase condition, where the complete de-
structive interference between electrons reflected from ter-
races of different levels is realized, is 0.99°. As the diffrac-
tion condition approaches the out-of-phase condition, i.e.,
with incidence angle increasing toward 0.99°, the interfer-
ence becomes gradually more destructive, thereby reducing
the RHEED intensity. However, the rate of the intensity drop
over the change in the incidence angle expected merely from
the kinematic approximation is larger than what we observe.

III. MODEL FOR REFLECTION HIGH ENERGY
ELECTRON DIFFRACTION SPECULAR INTENSITY

Two major models used in describing the RHEED specu-
lar intensity are the kinematic approximation and the phe-
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FIG. 1. �Color online� RHEED specular intensity oscillations
collected at various incidence angles during MBE growth at
150 °C. Growth begins at 0 s on the time axis and finishes at 40 s.
RHEED beam azimuth is 7° off the �110� direction. Buffer layer of
�50 nm was grown at 370 °C between successive RHEED oscil-
lation measurements providing same smooth starting surface.
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nomenological step-density model. Both models explain
some aspects of RHEED intensity oscillations. For example,
the kinematic approximation has been evoked to explain the
dependence of the amplitude of the intensity oscillations on
incidence angle.6 The observation of intensity oscillations at
the in-phase diffraction condition has been used as evidence
supporting the step-density model.8,39 It is our view that in
actual film growth, the main diffraction processes assumed in
the kinematic approximation and in the step-density model
are both responsible for the RHEED intensity variation.
Therefore, we have developed a model to describe the
RHEED specular intensity combining both the diffuse scat-
tering from step edges and the layer interference in the kine-
matic approximation.

We propose the following expression for the specular
RHEED intensity I normalized by the predeposition value I0:

I/I0 = ��1 − �uS��m���m exp�iqzmd� + 	
n=2

m


�1 − �dS��n�

− �uS��n−1����n−1 − �n�exp�iqz�n − 1�d��

+ �1 − �dS��1���1 − �1��2

, �1�

where m is the total number of incomplete layers of a growth
front, �n is the individual layer coverage �hence �n−�n+1 is
the exposed layer coverage of the nth layer�, d is the inter-
layer spacing perpendicular to the surface, and qz is the wave
number corresponding to momentum transfer along the sur-
face normal. qz is dependent on the incidence angle via qz
=4� sin �inc /�, where �inc is the incidence angle and � is the
incident electron wavelength. �u and �d are the characteristic
lengths of electron scattering by step edges that reduce the
electron flux that otherwise diffracts kinematically from the
upper terrace and lower terrace, respectively. Figure 2 de-
picts diffuse scattering of incident electrons by the step edges
bounding the nth and �n−1�th layer islands; incoming elec-
trons �solid arrow lines� arriving at the gray bands are non-
specularly scattered �dashed arrow lines� by the step edges.
The width of the light and the dark gray bands represent �u
and �d, respectively. The local scattering strength may vary
depending on the relative orientation of a step segment with
respect to the incident electron beam, as indicated schemati-
cally by the varying thickness of the gray bands around the
islands in Fig. 2. Therefore, �u and �d in our model should

be considered as average values over all step segments. The
model assumes that a part of the total electron flux incident
upon a sample is scattered off step edges and the remaining
flux participates in the layer interference within the kine-
matic approximation; the first factor in each term of Eq. �1�
is responsible for the loss of electron flux due to the step
edges. The first term in Eq. �1� represents the contribution of
the top layer, i.e., the mth layer, to the RHEED intensity;
hence, only �u appears in that term. Likewise, for the bottom
layer, only �d appears in the third term of Eq. �1�. Korte and
Maksym40 claimed from their dynamical calculations that in-
creasing the step density at a fixed coverage tends to increase
the specularly reflected RHEED intensity in contrast to the
phenomenological step-density model. However, as pointed
out by Bell et al.,41 the concept of a disordered growing layer
employed in the dynamical diffraction calculations by Korte
and Maksym may not be relevant here as the Ge�001� surface
rearranges itself very rapidly into the well ordered �2�1�
reconstruction.42 Furthermore, there has been experimental
work8,9 supporting the anticorrelation between the RHEED
specular intensity and the surface step density, which is the
essential idea behind the step-density model. We adopt the
conventional view of the role of the step edge as a scattering
center reducing the specular intensity; hence, the �’s in our
model are restricted to positive values.

In a typical RHEED geometry of near-grazing incidence,
a significant shadowing effect43 is anticipated. There exists a
shadowed region on a terrace from steps to the terrace im-
mediately above, where grazing-incidence electrons are not
able to reach and diffract kinematically, as illustrated in Fig.
2. In this geometry, this shadowing effect is likely to be
dominant over other possible mechanisms responsible for the
loss of electron flux. Hence, we assume that �d��u and
Eq. �1� can be approximated as

I/I0 = ��m exp�iqzmd� + 	
n=2

m


�1 − �S��n����n−1 − �n�

�exp�iqz�n − 1�d�� + �1 − �S��1���1 − �1��2

, �2�

where ���u.
For a “one-layer system,” m=1, two distinct layers con-

tribute to diffraction and Eq. �2� reduces to

I/I0 = �1
2 + �1 − �S��1��2�1 − �1�2 + 2�1 − �S��1��

��1�1 − �1�cos�qzd� . �3�

This is the same as Eq. �19.14� of Ichimiya and Cohen,1

which was developed explicitly for the one-layer system.
Hence, our model �Eq. �1�� can be considered as an extension
of that of Ichimiya and Cohen to multiple layers and to non-
zero �u.

(n-1)th terrace

βd
nth terrace βushadow

βu

βd

FIG. 2. Illustration of diffuse scattering off step edges. White
parts of terraces give ideal kinematic diffraction. Incoming elec-
trons �solid arrow lines� arriving at gray bands are nonspecularly
scattered �dashed arrow lines� off step edges. The characteristic
widths of light and dark gray bands are �u and �d, respectively.
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To apply our model to the measured RHEED intensity
oscillations, first we need to know the density of islands on
the growing surface and their shape so as to quantify step
density S���. A vast body of work has been performed on the
subject of the nucleation and growth of islands during thin
film growth. Most studies have demonstrated that upon be-
ginning growth, the adatom density builds up and, once it
exceeds a critical value, islands start to nucleate. Subse-
quently, the adatom density decreases and the number of
islands increases until saturation. In the saturation regime,
islands grow and the nucleation of new islands hardly oc-
curs. Finally, when islands become large, they start to coa-
lesce, reducing the island density. The duration of the satu-
ration regime and the onset of coalescence are influenced by
growth conditions. However, it is well accepted that the tran-
sition to the saturation regime occurs at the very early stage
under most growth conditions.44–47 For a ratio of diffusivity
to deposition flux D /a4F�105 �where the diffusivity D is in
cm2 s−1, the flux F is in cm−2 s−1, and a is the lattice spacing�
which is close to our experimental conditions, the transition
happens as early as 0.001 ML �monolayer� of deposition.44

Here, in our model for the surface morphology, a saturation
island density is assumed from the very beginning of growth,
so we are slightly overestimating the step density but only
for the first few data points in the RHEED intensity spectra
because of the early transition into the saturation regime. We
also assume that the surface is composed of identically sized
circular islands that are regularly spaced with a spacing 2R,
as shown in Fig. 3�a�. Coalescence of islands is not consid-
ered, resulting in the overestimation of the step density at
higher coverages where one expects some degree of island
coalescence. With these assumptions, until the second-layer
nucleation occurs, the step density of the first-layer islands,
S��1�, is expressed as follows:

S��1� = N2�r1 =
g

R
�1, �4�

where N denotes the steady-state island density which is a
constant and g is a geometric factor, which is �4� /33�1/2

for a hexagonal array of islands. Combining Eqs. �3� and �4�,
the RHEED specular intensity before the nucleation of the
second layer is

I/I0 = �1
2 + �1 −

g�

R
�1�2

�1 − �1�2 + 2�1 −
g�

R
�1�

��1�1 − �1�cos�qzd� . �5�

We use this expression for fitting the earliest portion of the
measured RHEED intensity, in Fig. 4, up to 0.3 ML, a limit
which will be justified subsequently. There is only one fitting
parameter in Eq. �5�, which is � /R. Following common prac-
tice, we make an initial mapping �to be revisited later� of
growth time onto coverage such that the first intensity mini-
mum and maximum occur at a 1 /2 ML and 1 ML of cover-
age, respectively. The model fits only up to a certain cover-
age in each case; beyond that coverage, the intensity from
our model is well above the measured value. The divergence
suggests the roughening of the surface beyond an one-layer
system, i.e., the onset of second-layer nucleation.

For a two-layer system, as shown in Fig. 3�b�, the model
for the intensity becomes

r
Rr2 r10

R

r1(a)

(b)

substrate
1st layer

substrate
1st layer
2nd layer

fa fd

FIG. 3. Schematic showing island structure assumed in our
treatments for �a� one-layer regime and �b� two-layer regime. First-
layer islands are uniformly spaced with distance 2R and second-
layer islands nucleate at the center of first-layer islands. fa and fd

denote flux �per unit length of step� attached to second-layer islands
and attached to first-layer islands after crossing descending steps,
respectively.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� RHEED specular intensity oscillations
collected at �a� 150 °C for various incidence angles and �b� at
100 °C with incidence angle of 0.56°. Line drawn on top of mea-
sured RHEED intensity oscillations is fit using the model.
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I/I0 = �1 −
g�

R
�1�2

�1 − �1�2 + �1 −
g�

R
�2�2

��1 − �2�2 + �2
2

+ 2�1 −
g�

R
�2���1 − �2���2 + �1 −

g�

R
�1��1 − �1��

�cos�qzd� + 2�1 −
g�

R
�1��1 − �1��2 cos�2qzd� . �6�

We introduce the ratio of �2 to �1, k, which is the only un-
known for a given total coverage �=�1+�2, as the value of
g� /R is available from the fitting of the model to the earlier
one-layer regime. Now, we can find the value of k that allows
the intensity from Eq. �6� to match the measured intensity.
Because, however, for a two-layer system the intensity mini-
mum may not occur at 1 /2 ML of total deposition, we revisit
the mapping of growth time to total coverage. For values for
k in the range 0.1–0.5, we find from Eq. �6� the total cover-
age giving rise to the first minimum of the intensity and
observe that with increasing k �i.e., increasing fraction of the
second-layer islands�, the coverage of the first intensity mini-
mum �min increases beyond 1/2 ML. Thus, we search for a
pair of values for k and �min that permits the first minimum
of Eq. �6� to be equal to that of the measured RHEED inten-
sity. For all incidence angles studied, we find that k lies
between 0.3 and 0.4 and �min is near 0.65 ML, which is 1.3
times the originally assumed intensity-minimizing coverage
of 0.5 ML. The significance of this finding is that unless the
intensity maxima recover to the predeposition value �i.e.,
perfect one-layer growth�, the coverages of the intensity
minima differ from half-integer values and the discrepancy
can be large for a well-developed multilayer growth.

Having a more refined mapping of growth time to cover-
age, we revisit the earlier part of growth, the one-layer re-
gime, and reevaluate g� /R. Using this reevaluated value, we
repeat the search of �min and k��min� that makes the measured
intensity minimum equal to the value expected from Eq. �6�.
We iterate the reevaluation of g� /R and �min to convergence.
With the converged � /R and �min, fitting of the two-layer
regime is achieved by allowing k��� to vary from one data
point to the next. Beyond ��1.15 ML,48 the third-layer
nucleation has to be also considered in order to match the
intensity from the model and the measured intensity. Because
we neglect coalescence in the treatment, as soon as the first
layer reaches completion in the model, there is a discontinu-
ous drop in the step density, which is artificial. For this rea-
son, fitting the model to the data beyond �1�1 ML ��
=1.35 ML for k�0.35� is not carried out. In reality, the
contribution of the first layer to the total step density de-
creases gradually as the coalescence progresses.

The results of the model are superposed on the measured
RHEED intensity curves in Figs. 4�a� and 4�b�. As g� /R is
obtained from the fitting, in order to evaluate � for the
growth at 100 and 150 °C, the average island spacing R
from both temperatures has to be known. Li and Altman49

investigated submonolayer growth of Ge�001� using STM
and found that Ge islands on the �2�1� reconstructed �001�
surfaces exhibit an anisotropic shape. At 150 °C and 0.2 ML
of deposition, the average island spacings are 5.4 and

11.0 nm for the substrate 1� direction �along the substrate
dimer rows� and 2� direction �perpendicular to the substrate
dimer rows�, respectively. We take the average of both direc-
tions as the island spacing at 150 °C under the growth con-
dition used by Li and Altman at that temperature.49 To ac-
count for the different deposition rates �and growth
temperature for our data obtained at 100 °C�, we employ the
well-known scaling relationship from the two-dimensional
�2D� nucleation theory,50 N��D /F�−�, where N is a steady-
state island density. The exponent � becomes 1/3 when the
smallest stable nucleus consists of two mobile entities on the
surface. The mobile building unit of the Ge�001� surfaces has
been shown to be an ad-dimer rather than an adatom,51,52 and
D in this paper, unless specified otherwise, represents the
diffusivity of the ad-dimers. The value of the activation bar-
rier of ad-dimer diffusion used in our analysis is �0.82 eV,
which is the barrier of diffusion along the underlying dimer
rows, known as the fastest diffusion path as measured by
Afanasieva et al.51 We choose the average island spacing of
the submonolayer growth regime as 5.3 nm at 150 °C and
3.6 nm at 100 °C. Using these island spacings, the charac-
teristic lengths of electron scattering by step edges, � from
the 150 °C results is determined to vary between 0.83 and
0.87 nm for different incidence angles. However, � does not
exhibit any systematic dependence on the incidence angle.
The variance in � for different incidence angles at 150 °C
here must be from experimental fluctuations. � from the
100 °C result is 0.75 nm, which is close to the values for
150 °C.

Figure 5�a� shows the evolution of the individual layer
coverage extracted from the RHEED results from the growth
at 150 °C for various incidence angles, 0.35°–0.64°, using
the model described in the previous section. Note that statis-
tically identical surface evolution is monitored by RHEED
with different incidence angles on different �but nominally
identical� growth runs. Figure 5�a� shows that the results of
the model applied to different RHEED geometries on differ-
ent runs are indistinguishable, providing a consistency check
for the validity of our model for the RHEED intensity. In the
model, the only fitting parameter for the one-layer regime is
� /R, which is used without modification as an input to the
model for the two-layer regime. Within the two-layer regime,
k��min� is treated as a fitting parameter. With these values of
� /R and k��min�, the model then determines k��� at every
data point required to match the measured intensity in the
two-layer regime.

As our model essentially relates the structural parameters
of step density and layer coverage to the RHEED specular
intensity, continuous evolution of those quantities during
growth is available from the RHEED measurements. The
real-time nature of this information provides a valuable
complement to postgrowth real-space imaging. The model
should be applicable to any system in which RHEED mea-
surements are possible away from Kikuchi features.

In the next section, we inferred growth kinetic parameters,
in particular, the ES barrier using the evolution of individual
layer coverages obtained from the RHEED intensity oscilla-
tions.
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IV. DETERMINATION OF THE EHRLICH-SCHWOEBEL
BARRIER

It is noticeable from Fig. 5�a� that for Ge�001� homoepi-
taxy at 150 °C, the second-layer nucleation takes place as
early as �0.3 ML, suggesting a substantial ES barrier pre-
venting interlayer mass transports. In examining the effect of
the ES barrier on the growth mode, Tersoff et al.22 intro-
duced the concept of the critical island size �radius in the
case of circular islands�, Rc for the second-layer nucleation.
The treatment begins with evaluating the nucleation rate �per
unit area� 	 and the total nucleation rate 
 on top of an
island with radius R by integrating 	 over the entire area of
the island. Once 
 is known, the fraction f of islands with a
second layer nucleated on top increases over time following
df /dt=
�1− f�, the solution of which is

f = 1 − exp��− R/Rc�m� , �7�

where the exponent m depends on the ES barrier height and
the size of the smallest stable nucleus.22 The fraction given
by Eq. �7� sharply increases as the size of islands approaches
the critical size Rc. In evaluating 	 �and 
�, Tersoff et al.22

used the 2D nucleation theory, where the nucleation rate is
derived from rate equations describing the atomic processes
such as adatom attachment to and detachment from clusters
with the assumption of a constant capture number, i.e., the
mean-field approximations.50

This mean-field approach, however, has been criticized by
several researchers.27,28,53,54 Rottler and Maass53 demon-
strated in their KMC simulations different scaling properties
of Rc from those of Tersoff et al. The scaling relationship of
Rc found by Rottler and Maass53 has been confirmed by suc-
ceeding theoretical studies that take into account of the
strong fluctuations of the actual adatom concentration on the
islands as opposed to the time-averaged value used in the
mean-field approach.27,28,54 The main argument against the
mean-field approach is that it overestimates the nucleation
rate on top of confined geometries; therefore, the comparison
of Rc derived by Tersoff et al.22 with experimentally mea-
sured Rc would lead to the underestimation of the ES
barrier.27,28,54 It was shown by Politi and Castellano54 that the
mean-field approach to nucleation overestimates the nucle-
ation rate. In the subsequent work,55 they undertook an exact
computation of the nucleation rate which can be, in principle,
translated into Rc by means of numerical methods. However,
in some limiting cases defined by comparing relevant time
scales, simple analytical expressions of Rc are available.

Another approach for estimating the ES barrier, similar to
identifying Rc just described above, is through the concept of
critical adatom density23,24—when the adatom density ex-
ceeds this critical value, the nucleation of new islands oc-
curs. This approach assumes that the critical adatom densi-
ties for nucleation on a substrate �0c and on a first-layer
island �1c are the same. One can obtain �c0 from the density
of first-layer islands on the substrate. The spatial distribution
of adatoms on the first-layer island �1 is given by solving the
diffusion equation with the ES barrier incorporated into the
boundary conditions. The maximum adatom density on the
first-layer island is the value of �1 evaluated at the center of
the island. From the assumption of the same critical density
for nucleation on both the substrate and the first-layer island,
the ES barrier is determined by equating �0c and the maxi-
mum value of �1. However, this assumption has been ques-
tioned and it was shown that �1c can be much larger than �0c

in the case of the strong ES barrier.25,27

As an alternative approach to focusing on the onset of
second-layer nucleation, evolution of individual layers fol-
lowing the second-layer nucleation has been used to infer the
ES barrier.21,24,29,33 The distribution of the 2D flux arising
from deposition onto a terrace enclosed by two steps �one
ascending and one descending step� is determined by the
strength of the ES barrier. When there is no ES barrier and
the difference in the chemical potential at the step edges that
could be induced either by step-step interactions or step cur-
vature is ignored, half of the flux �per unit length of step�
attaches to the ascending step and the other half traverses the
descending step. Any finite barrier disturbs the equal distri-
bution and, therefore, controls the relative growth rate of the
coverages of different levels.
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FIG. 5. �Color online� �a� Plot of evolving individual layer cov-
erage extracted from RHEED intensity variations for various inci-
dence angles during MBE at 150 °C. �1, �2, and �3 represent first-,
second-, and third-layer coverages, respectively. �b� Evolution of
layer coverages for incidence angle of 0.53° �also shown in �a��
with calculated layer coverage with ES barrier of �0.143 eV shown
as solid lines.
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A. Determination of the Ehrlich-Schwoebel barrier using the
evolution of individual layers

The relative distribution of flux attaching to a unit length
of ascending step, fa, and traversing a unit length of descend-
ing step, fd �see Fig. 3�b��, can be determined by solving the
diffusion equation described below. Using the quasistation-
ary approximation,23–26,29 the excess adatom concentration �
in the second layer on the terrace of a first-layer island is
described by

��/�t = D�2� + F � 0. �8�

The boundary conditions involved in Eq. �8� are

fa = a��r2�� exp�−
ED

kBT
� = �D

d�

dr
�

r=r2

,

fd = a��r1�� exp�−
ED + EES

kBT
� = �D

d�

dr
�

r=r1

,

where ED is the diffusion barrier for ad-dimer hopping on the
terrace, EES is the ES barrier, a is the hopping distance of
ad-dimers,56 � is an effective attempt frequency57 to cross
over downward steps, D= �a2 /4�� exp�−ED /kBT�, and kBT
has the conventional meaning.58 ��r2� and ��r1� denote the
ad-dimer concentration in the second layer in the immediate
vicinity of the ascending steps and the descending steps,
respectively.33 The solution of Eq. �8� with 2D axial symme-
try is given by ��r�=A+B ln r− �r2 /4��F /D�.23 By applying
the boundary conditions, the constants A and B are obtained
as follows:

B =
�F/D��r1

2/4 − r2
2/4 + ar1/2� + ar2/2�

a/�r1 + a/r2 + ln�r1/r2�
,

A = B�− a/�r1 − ln r1� + �F/D��r1
2/4ar1/2�� ,

where ��exp �−EES /kBT�. In solving for the constants A
and B, the attempt frequencies for the hopping on the terrace
and over the descending steps are assumed to be the
same.21,30,59 The ratio p of the total current outward into the
first-layer islands to that inward into the second-layer islands
is

p =
2�r1fd

2�r2fa
= �− B +

r1
2

2

F

D
���B −

r2
2

2

F

D
� . �9�

Until the third-layer islands nucleate, the entire current inci-
dent on top of the second-layer islands is expected to traverse
the descending steps onto the first layer, contributing to the
growth of the second-layer islands. The growth rate of the
first-layer islands is determined by the sum of the flux land-
ing on the substrate level and the part, p / �p+1�, of the cur-
rent deposited on the first-layer islands that makes it to the
substrate. All the quantities required to determine the growth
rate of individual layer coverages are thus known except �,
which is related to the ES barrier height and which is to be
used as a fitting parameter. Figure 5�b� shows one of the
curves from Fig. 5�a� with the calculated evolution using the
ES barrier height that offers the best fit. Fits for all data sets
result in inferred ES barrier heights listed in Table I.

B. Effect of the beam steering

Depositing atoms experience an attractive potential as
they arrive in the vicinity of the substrate, causing a deflec-
tion of their trajectories.60 This steering effect bears no sig-
nificant consequence in terms of the uniformity of the depo-
sition flux on an atomically flat surface. However, any
atomic-scale features on the surface such as islands can dis-
turb the uniformity of the flux and the consequence was
demonstrated to be pronounced especially in grazing incident

TABLE I. List of estimated ES barriers for different conditions of growth and RHEED measurements.
Columns 3–5 show ES barriers extracted by the method described in Secs. IV A and IV B for different
strengths of beam steering effect. Last column lists ES barrier estimated using Eq. �11� and Rc �shown in
column 6� determined from the analysis of RHEED results.

Conditions for
RHEED

measurements
ES barrier with different steering strengths

�eV�

Rc from
RHEED

�nm�

ES barrier
using Eq. �11�

�eV�

Incidence
angle
�deg�

Growth
temp.
�°C�

Steering
strength:

0

Steering
strength:
0.2 nm

Steering
strength:
0.4 nm

0.35 150 0.109 0.085 0.064 2.34 0.095

0.41 150 0.132 0.103 0.081 2.66 0.062

0.45 150 0.116 0.090 0.078 2.58 0.070

0.53 150 0.143 0.110 0.084 2.54 0.074

0.60 150 0.105 0.083 0.063 2.88 0.042

0.64 150 0.083 0.062 0.041 2.47 0.081

0.56 100 0.089 0.056 0.046 1.78 0.024

Average 0.111±0.021 0.084±0.019 0.065±0.017 0.064±0.024
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deposition.61 The impact of the steering effect on the insta-
bility of homoepitaxial growth in connection with the ES
barrier was examined by Politi and Castellano.28 Islands on
the surface tend to attract more flux than expected from uni-
form deposition, thus increasing the chances of nucleation of
a new layer on top, which has the same effect as if the ES
barrier increased. Therefore, neglecting the steering effect
would lead to the overestimation of the ES barrier.

To appreciate the degree of the beam deflection during a
normal deposition on the Ge�001� surface, we carry out
simple atomic trajectory calculations, as shown in Fig. 6. The
coordinate system is set up such that z direction represents
normal to the �001� surface. A depositing atom and a sub-
strate atom are restricted to lie in the plane of the page, y
=0. We consider the force on the incoming atom from only
the most influential substrate atom, which is located at the
island edge, �x ,z�= �0,0�. We seek to evaluate the distur-
bance of the flux induced by the steering effect. Incoming
atoms are launched in the −z direction with lateral positions
−0.3nmx−0.15 nm, as shown in Fig. 6. The initial ki-
netic energy of the depositing atoms is set as �0.136 eV
from kBT with T being the temperature of the effusion cell,
1300 °C. The Lennard-Jones �LJ� potential, V�r�
=4���� /r�12− �� /r�6�, is employed in our calculations. r in
the equation denotes the distance between the interacting
particles. The parameters � and � are chosen so as to yield a
correct cohesive energy and the stable atomic distance for
Ge: �=1.93 eV and �=0.245 nm. The force exerted on the
depositing atoms through the LJ potential is evaluated each
0.05 ps during which the depositing atoms are accelerated by

a constant force. The calculations are continued until the
atoms settle at the stable distance from the substrate atom,
0.245 nm. Figure 6 illustrates the trajectories of three atoms
displaced laterally from the substrate atom by 0.15–0.3 nm.
One can see from Fig. 6 that the incoming atoms within
�0.2 nm laterally beyond the corner atom of an island will
deflect during the course of travel sufficiently to land on the
island. So we estimate 0.2 nm as the strength of the steering
effect in Ge homoepitaxy.28 From this effect, the average flux
on top of islands of a radius r �in nanometers� will increase
by a factor of �r+0.2 nm�2 /r2. Now, the flux in Eq. �8� is
replaced by this effective flux, and all the quantities affecting
the individual layer evolution obtained by solving Eq. �8� are
reevaluated accordingly. The results are given in Table I.
Noticeable reduction in the estimated ES barrier by the steer-
ing effect is apparent. Further strengthening the steering ef-
fect to 0.4 nm, which does not seem to be physically achiev-
able, nevertheless results in an additional reduction of the ES
barrier, as expected. We take 0.084±0.019 eV as our best
estimate of the barrier height.

Politi and Castellano28 examined the steering effect in the
interpretation of the experimental data of Kalff et al. 34 for Rc
of Pt�111� homoepitaxy with varying partial pressure of CO.
They found that the estimated value of the ES barrier is
affected by the steering but the influence of the steering
seems rather weak. The inferred ES barrier is reduced from
0.31 to 0.28 eV in one case. It is reduced from
0.13 to 0.12 eV in another when the strength of the steering
varies from 0 to unphysically very large, 32 times the lattice
spacing of the Pt�111� surface.62 In contrast, we observe a
much larger effect of steering in inferring the ES barrier: a
reduction by almost 20% with a steering strength of roughly
0.5 times the lattice spacing of Ge�001�. This difference may
arise from the differing methods to determine the ES barrier
used in their work and ours. Politi and Castellano28 deter-
mined the ES barrier from measurements34 of the critical size
Rc �the method to be discussed in the next section�, which
basically utilizes one snapshot of growing islands. On the
other hand, we take advantage of the entire evolution of both
first- and second-layer islands, which should provide a more
thorough picture of the evolution.

C. Determination of Ehrlich-Schwoebel barrier using the
critical size, Rc

Although the model based on the concept of the critical
size developed by Tersoff et al.22 has been commonly used in
interpreting experimental results of mostly metal homoepit-
axy and deducing the ES barrier,20,34,35 the mean-field ap-
proach inherent in the model has been disputed by subse-
quent theoretical works27,28,53,54 for the reasons explained in
the early part of Sec. IV. The expressions relating the critical
size for the second-layer nucleation and the ES barrier be-
yond the mean-field approach, which are claimed to be more
precise due to more accurate calculations of the nucleation
rate, are now available.27,28,54,55 For some limiting cases, the
expressions can be approximated to simple analytical for-
mula. The boundary of these limiting cases is delineated by
comparing magnitudes of three time scales during growth of
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FIG. 6. �Color online� Calculated trajectories of depositing at-
oms located at different positions. Atom at �0, 0� represents the
substrate atom and dotted line delineates the island. Final positions
of depositing atoms are shown.
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islands: the traversal time ��tr�, which is the average time
required for an adatom on an island to diffuse to the edges;
the residence time ��res�, which is the average time spent by
an adatom until it jumps over the descending steps bounding
the island; and the deposition time ��dep�, which is the time
interval between successive deposition events on the island.
For a circular island of radius r, they are given as follows54:

�tr =
1

8

r2

D
,

�res = �1

8
r +

1

2
lES� r

D
,

�dep =
1

F��r2�
, �10�

where the ES length is defined as lES=a�exp�EES /kT�−1�.63

Under the practical growth conditions, �dep is much larger
than the others. �res and �tr are related such that an adatom
reaches the boundary of the island roughly �res /�tr times until
it eventually jumps over the descending steps of the island.
When �tr��res��dep, it is categorized as the strong ES bar-
rier regime. For zero or weak ES barriers, �tr��res��dep.

For the strong ES regime and circular island geometry,
Krug et al.27 derived the following equation:

Rc =
1

2�
�7�2��4

2

a�� exp�− EES/kT�
FN

�1/7

, �11�

where �2��4 is a geometric prefactor for the circular island
and �� is the attempt frequency of downward hopping, which
is assumed the same as the frequency of hopping on terrace
in our treatment. Strictly speaking, Rc, the definition of
which is given by Eq. �7�, is the radius of islands when �1
−1/e�−1 of them have a new island nucleated on top. The use
of Eq. �7� to determine the ES barrier is more suitable when
the size distribution of islands is available so that statistical
treatment is possible. Our model for the surface morphology
assumes that all islands have the same size and they undergo
second-layer nucleation at the same time; therefore, there is
some degree of ambiguity in determining Rc in our case.
Nevertheless, we determine Rc from the size of the first-layer
islands at the moment when a nonzero second layer appears.
The extracted value of Rc for different RHEED measurement
conditions and the ES barrier using Eq. �11� are listed in
Table I. For the ES barriers determined from Eq. �11�, we
find that �tr��res��dep ensuring that they fall in the strong
ES barrier limit, justifying the use of Eq. �11� in determining
the ES barrier. We notice some scatter among the computed
ES barriers using Eq. �11� for various conditions because of
the sensitivity of the ES barrier to the value of Rc, the esti-
mated numbers of which exhibit some dispersion. Hence,
extremely careful measurements of Rc are required if one is
to determine the ES barrier from Rc. In spite of the ambiguity
in interpreting the measurement of Rc, as well as some un-
certainty of the geometric prefactor in Eq. �11�, the average
of the ES barriers calculated from Eq. �11� nonetheless is not

very off from those obtained from the evolution of layer
coverages.

V. DISCUSSION

In applying the model developed above to the measured
RHEED intensity, we assumed that the growth surface is
composed of circular islands of the same size with a uniform
spacing. Now, we relax the assumptions of uniform island
size and circular island shape and examine the consequences
in the interpretation of RHEED intensity data with regard to
the morphological evolution.

There have been extensive studies44,46,55,64–66 of nucle-
ation and growth of islands during the submonolayer regime
of epitaxial growth. Theoretical work on this subject is now
well advanced to the stage where the correlation between the
size of an island and its capture number is explicitly consid-
ered beyond the traditional mean-field treatment,50 so that it
is possible to predict the exact scaling form of island size
distributions.45,65,66 The island size distribution of extended
islands �as opposed to point islands� with D /a4F�107 from
KMC simulations performed by Amar et al.45 is shown in
Fig. 7. Although the condition of the simulations �D /a4F
�107� is different from our experimental condition �D /a4F
�105�, the actual shape varies only weakly66 with D /a4F so
we consider Fig. 7 representing an actual realistic distribu-
tion and use it to obtain the step density. In comparing the
step densities evaluated by the realistic size distribution and
the uniform size distribution, we find only �4% difference
between them. For example, when the average island radius
is 1 nm, the average step density per island turns out to be
6.06 nm using the realistic size distribution and 6.28 nm
�=2��1 nm� using the uniform size distribution. By assum-
ing a uniform island size, we overestimate the step density,
which would lead to the underestimation of � or �2. How-
ever, the magnitude of the underestimate is sufficiently neg-
ligible that it should not affect the analysis.

It is well established that like Si�001� surfaces, Ge�001�
surfaces also exhibit the �2�1� reconstructions. The asym-
metry of �2�1� reconstructions causes the anisotropy of ki-
netics and energetics of atomic processes and structures on
the surface. Diffusion of an ad-dimer on the reconstructed
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FIG. 7. Island size distribution normalized by average size of
islands obtained by KMC simulations with D /a4F�107 performed
by Amar et al., Ref. 45.
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surfaces is faster along the underlying dimer row direction
and slower perpendicular to the dimer row directions.42,51,52

The step formation energy has also been shown to be larger
for the SB step �dimer rows on a terrace of higher level per-
pendicular to the step� than the SA step �dimer rows parallel
to the step�,42,67 as illustrated in Fig. 8. As a result of this
anisotropic step formation energy, the submonolayer islands
on the Ge�001� surfaces have an anisotropic shape.49 They
are elongated along the direction of the dimer rows so as to
have a larger proportion of the lower-energy SA steps. Dimer
rows on adjacent terraces of different levels are aligned per-
pendicular to each other; hence, the longer direction of a
second-layer island is 90° away from that of a first-layer
island, as illustrated in Fig. 8. STM studies of the submono-
layer growth of Ge�001� homoepitaxy performed by Li et
al.49 reveal that the island aspect ratio �h in Fig. 8� is weakly
temperature dependent, varying from 2.85 at 140 °C to 2.45
at 270 °C. They also assessed Rc by fitting the exponential
form �Eq. �7�� suggested by Tersoff et al.22 to the plots of the
fraction of islands with the second-layer nucleation as a
function of island size. By comparing Rc and average island
spacings in both directions, they concluded that there is no
significant barrier for crossing descending SB steps but a sub-
stantial barrier for SA steps, although no quantitative values
for the barrier heights were determined.49

As our approach did not include the anisotropy, let us
discuss the implication of the anisotropic ES barrier inferred
here on our analysis. Considering the anisotropic geometry
shown in Fig. 8, the ratio of the flux fa1 attaching to the
second island to the flux fd1 crossing descending steps along
the horizontal direction of Fig. 8 is smaller than fa / fd of the
isotropic case, while fa2 / fd2 will be larger than fa / fd because
of the different ES barriers of SA and SB steps. Of course, the
detailed expressions of fa1 / fd1 and fa2 / fd2 will be different

from fa / fd, which is from the 2D solution of Eq. �8� with
axial symmetry and an appropriately averaged effective ES
barrier. The one-dimensional �1D� solution of Eq. �8� will be
a good approximation for fa1 / fd1 and fa2 / fd2. The ratio of
total flux to the second and first islands, Eq. �9�, is now
modified to �hlfa1+ lfa2� / �Lfd1+hLfd2�. The effective ES
barrier for the isotropic case is, then, related to the ES bar-
riers of SA and SB steps by averaging them in such a way that
for a given coverage, the ratio of up and down flux is same
for both cases, i.e., �hfa1+ fa2� / �fd1+hfd2�= fa / fb, where the
size of the first-layer island r1 and the second-layer island r2
are taken as h0.5L and h0.5l.

The ES barrier of Ge�001� surfaces was reported, previ-
ously by Van Nostrand et al.,16 to be �0.045 eV, which is
smaller than our best estimate by almost a factor of 2. Their
analysis is based on the theory of the instability induced by
the ES barrier in the 1D growth developed by Politi and
Villain.14 According to the theory,14 the onset of instability in
homoepitaxy takes place in the absence of a thermal smooth-
ening mechanism at a time of order

t* =
1

Fa2� lc

lES
�2

. �12�

Here, the nucleation length lc is defined as the width of a
terrace that is just big enough to have a nucleation; it can be
considered approximately the same as Rc. By determining lc
and t*, the ES barrier height can be determined from Eq. �12�
via lES. Because t* could not be directly determined from
their STM analysis, Van Nostrand et al.16 estimated t* indi-
rectly from the roughening rate as the time when the surface
roughness increases by 1 ML. We estimate t* using their
published values of F �0.1 nm/s� �Ref. 68� and the roughen-
ing rate �0.75�10−3 from Fig. 4 of Ref. 16� to be �180 ML
of deposition of MBE at 155 °C, which seems to be some-
what of an overestimate for the onset of the instability at
155 °C. For example, an STM image of a 70 ML thick MBE
film grown at 175 °C �Fig. 1�a� of Ref. 16� already exhibits
a well-developed multilayer structure—hence, a yet more
pronounced multilayer structure is expected at 155 °C.
Clearly, an overestimate of t* will lead to an underestimate of
the ES barrier height. We also note that if we cut t* by a
factor of 2, from 180 ML to 90 ML, the ES barrier height
inferred by Van Nostrand et al.16 using Eq. �12� would in-
crease from their reported value of 0.045 eV by �30% to
0.058 eV: the inferred value of the ES barrier height using
Eq. �12� is very sensitive to t*. Thus, in order to apply Eq.
�12� to infer the ES barrier height, one needs a rather precise
measurement of t*, which we find quite challenging. The
discrepancy between their value and our value of the barrier
height appears to be within the uncertainty of their method.
Additionally, they determined lc from the mean distance be-
tween islands on the substrate, which is strictly valid only in
the limit of zero or weak ES barrier.22 Checking the validity
of the assumption of zero or weak ES barrier �equivalent to
Case I of Ref. 22 or Regime �i� of Ref. 54� in the analysis of
Van Nostrand et al.16 by comparing the time scales of atomic
processes as explained in Sec. IV C, we find that their re-
ported value of the ES barrier, 0.045 eV, lies in the strong ES

substrate

1st layer island

2nd layer
island

SA step

SB step

fa1 fd1

fa2

fd2

h l

l

h L

L

SA step

SB step

(High ES barrier)

(Low ES
barrier)

FIG. 8. Schematic of island structure reflecting anisotropic
shape. Dumbbell-shaped objects near the bottom of the figure rep-
resent dimers. Both first- and second-layer islands are drawn such
that they have same aspect ratio h.
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barrier limit, �tr��res��dep, contrary to the assumption. For
the reasons given above, we believe that our method pro-
vides more accurate estimate of the ES barrier height.

Finally, we should comment on the ES barrier height in
relation to the kink concentration along step edges. It has
been suggested that the kink site offers an easier path for an
adatom hopping over downward steps69 and that the mea-
sured ES barrier height should be regarded as an average of
the smaller barrier over the kink sites and the larger barrier
over straight step edges, weighted by the kink
concentration.28 In this case, the effective ES barrier should
be dependent on temperature if the equilibrium kink concen-
tration is achieved—the effective barrier height decreases
with increasing temperature due to the increased number of
thermally excited kinks on the step edges. However, we find
that the ES barriers from 100 to 150 °C �see Table I� lie
within the uncertainty of the measurements and analysis be-
cause the estimated difference in the kink concentration be-
tween 150 and 100 °C is very small.70 An investigation over
a wider range of temperature might provide more insight into
this issue.

VI. SUMMARY

In this paper, a model for the RHEED specular intensity
in multilayer growth is presented. The model includes the
layer interference between terraces of different heights using
the kinematic approximation and the diffuse scattering off
steps on the surface. We apply our model to the RHEED
specular intensity oscillations collected during MBE growth
of Ge�001� homoepitaxy at low temperatures, 100–150 °C,

with an incident beam angle chosen such that the specular
spot is not influenced by Kikuchi features. Under these con-
ditions, RHEED oscillations can be interpreted simply with-
out invoking complicated diffraction calculations. The mea-
sured RHEED intensity under various diffraction conditions
is well described by the model. We show that the intensity
minimum occurs well above 0.5 ML of total deposited cov-
erage, which contradicts the common practice of assigning
the intensity minimum to 0.5 ML of deposition.

We apply the model to the submonolayer growth of
Ge�001� homoepitaxy by MBE at low temperatures. By fit-
ting the model to the intensity evolution, we find the time-
dependent layer coverages. From the evolution of the layer
coverages, we infer the effective ES barrier height via the
solution of the diffusion equation for adatoms on terraces.
We find that in the low temperature Ge�001� homoepitaxy,
second-layer nucleation takes place at low coverage, 0.3 ML,
implying a substantial ES barrier for this system. A detailed
analysis shows that the beam steering effect, which has been
neglected so far in the treatment of normal deposition, can
affect the estimation of the ES barrier significantly. Including
the steering effect, we find a best estimate of the ES barrier
height to be 0.084±0.019 eV.

The model for RHEED intensity and the method of infer-
ring the ES barrier height, in principle, can be applied to any
system for which RHEED measurements can be obtained
without interference from Kikuchi features.
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